
LEGIT
FLYING CONVERTIBLE CAR v1.0

Product Features

1. Flying hover mode with animated wheels.
2. Seats a total of (6) avatars with (11) unique poses.
3. Realistic start, idle, rev, and hover sounds.
4. Driver controlled headlights turn ON when driver sits, OFF when driver stands.
5. Multiple gear shifting for increased speed and control.

Extended Description

The LEGIT flying convertible car was designed to be a sleek, well designed and functional vehicle offering additional features not 
seen in most auto configurations, including the ability to FLY and DRIVE while seating a total of (6) avatars for group cruising. 
Please be sure to watch the demo video for more views of this unique vehicle. 

Product Instructions

1. DRIVER sits on the wheels and will engage in the badass race car driver pose not seen elsewhere in Second Life®.

2. PASSENGERS can sit on the (1) passenger seat, (2) hood, (3) trunk, (4) front fenders and may switch between MALE and 
FEMALE poses by clicking the prim or selecting from the popup menu.

3. SOUNDS will play automatically, or may be triggered with user commands on channel 3 in local chat as follows; HORN "/3 h", 
REV "/3 r", IDLE "/3 i", STOP "/3 s", FLIGHT "/3 f" and GROUND "/3 g".

4. FLIGHT mode is engaged by using the channel command listed above, or by simple pressing the UP and DOWN keys on your 
keyboard simultaneously.  Once FLIGHT mode is engaged, the wheels will rotate into FLIGHT position, HOVER sounds will 
activate, and the user may FLY as normal.

5.  DRIVE mode is engaged by using the channel command listed above, or by simple pressing the UP and DOWN keys on your 
keyboard simultaneously.  Once DRIVE mode is engaged, the wheels will rotate into DRIVE position, IDLE sounds will activate, 
and the user may DRIVE as normal.

6. Enjoy!


